Mystery Case: A young woman with isolated upbeating nystagmus

A 15-week pregnant 21-year-old woman initially presented with nausea, vomiting, and abdominal pain. The patient admitted to decreased oral intake over the past 4 weeks, including her prescribed prenatal vitamins. She was hypokalemic with elevated transaminases and gallstone pancreatitis was confirmed by imaging. Prior to cholecystectomy, fetal heart tones were lost and intrauterine fetal demise occurred. The patient underwent dilation and evacuation as ordered by imaging. Prior to cholecystectomy, fetal heart tones were normal, including 0 leukocytes and 0 oligoclonal bands.

Questions for consideration:

1. What is the differential diagnosis with this history and examination?
2. What is the next step in management for this patient? What tests would you order?

Given the suspicion for WE, the patient was started on IV thiamine 500 mg every 8 hours for 6 doses, then daily for 5 days with instructions to continue taking oral thiamine daily afterward. Her initial thiamine level was found to be low at 32 nmol/L (normal 70–130). Her nystagmus began to improve before discharge. At follow-up 2 weeks later, the patient reported improved oscillopsia but continued to experience some degree of UBN on up and leftward gaze. Three months after her hospitalization, her nystagmus was almost entirely resolved.

DISCUSSION

We present a case of a 21-year-old woman in whom isolated UBN was the only presenting sign of WE. Early recognition of thiamine deficiency led to near-resolution of the patient’s nystagmus and possibly prevented further gait and memory impairments. The classic triad of symptoms as originally described by Carl Wernicke in 1881 includes mental confusion, gait ataxia, and ocular motor dysfunction. However, all 3 symptoms are often not fully present, and this can lead to underdiagnosis.1–4 Wernicke’s first patients exhibiting ocular abnormalities included 2 men with alcoholism and a young woman with persistent vomiting secondary to sulfuric acid ingestion. He describes her UBN and partial ophthalmoplegia as follows:

“Upward gaze provokes jerky movements of large amplitude; ultimately, however, the attempted excursion is completed. The same observations apply to downward gaze. Conjugate gaze to the left is significantly impaired. The left eye does not cross the midline despite considerable effort and quivering movements… Conjugate gaze to the right is restricted in a similar fashion.”5
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Clinically, neuro-ophthalmic signs associated with WE consist of both horizontal and vertical gaze-evoked nystagmus (both upbeat and downbeating), weakness or paralysis of the lateral rectus muscles or conjugate gaze, and optic neuropathy.6

UBN such as in our patient is a form of central vestibular nystagmus. It should be differentiated from nystagmus evoked exclusively on upgaze (which is due to impaired gaze-holding) and the transient, mixed upbeat-torsional nystagmus in patients with benign positional paroxysmal vertigo. It has been reported in patients with lesions anywhere from the medulla to the midbrain. In addition to WE, UBN as seen in our patient can also be a manifestation of cerebellar degeneration, multiple sclerosis, infarctions of the medulla, and AVMs of the thalamus, midbrain, or cerebellum.7

Malnutrition for any reason in the context of ocular motility dysfunction, sustained nystagmus, confusion, or gait instability should prompt the practitioner to consider thiamine deficiency. Because the body stores only between 30 and 50 mg of thiamine at a time, these reserves may be depleted in as little as 4 to 6 weeks.8 Conditions including hyperemesis gravidarum, cyclic vomiting, pancreatitis, and anorexia may result in a depletions of these stores. In our patient, protracted poor nutritional intake due to hyperemesis gravidarum compounded by gallstone pancreatitis is the likely culprit.

The urgency with which thiamine deficiency should be diagnosed and treated cannot be overstated. With appropriate treatment, recovery of visual manifestations may begin within hours or sooner.6 Horizontal nystagmus may disappear within minutes; prossis and lateral and vertical gaze palsies often recover completely within 1 to 2 weeks. Central vestibular nystagmus may persist for several months.5 Mild ataxia may remain in up to 60% of patients. However, once memory impairment occurs, only 20% of patients experience complete recovery.6

Untreated, WE results in death in up to 20% of cases,2 and leads to Korsakoff syndrome, an irreversible condition characterized by severe retrograde amnesia with prominent confabulation in 85% of survivors.9 For patients in whom the diagnosis remains unclear, imaging and laboratory tests may be useful, though treatment should not be delayed. Typical MRI findings include high signal intensity on T2 sequences in the bilateral medial thalami and periventricular regions of the third ventricle.10 Thiamine and transketolase are 2 laboratory tests that may indicate thiamine deficiency, though there are no definitive levels under which WE is expected to occur.7

Isolated UBN is an atypical but reported manifestation of thiamine deficiency. Prompt recognition is important to prevent the full and often irreversible constellation of symptoms associated with WE.
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MYSTERY CASE RESPONSES

The Mystery Case series was initiated by the Neurology® Resident & Fellow Section to develop the clinical reasoning skills of trainees. Residency programs, medical student preceptors, and individuals were invited to use this Mystery Case as an educational tool. Responses were solicited through a group e-mail sent to the American Academy of Neurology Consortium of Neurology Residents and Fellows and through social media.

Fifty-eight percent of respondents to this Mystery Case correctly noted that the patient has UBN, which is maximal on upgaze. The second most common suggestion regarding her eye movement abnormality was opsinclus (11% of responses), but unlike the movements shown in the video, opsinclus is purely saccadic with no slow phase, involves multidirectional movements, and occurs in irregular bursts rather than rhythmically.

With regard to the neuroimaging findings, 56% of respondents identified the bilateral medial thalamic hyperintensities seen on T2 fluid-attenuated inversion recovery MRI, and in terms of underlying diagnosis, 86% correctly suspected WE. Other proposed diagnoses included autoimmune conditions such as paraneoplastic encephalitis and neuromyelitis optica.

As the authors have highlighted, it is important to have a high index of suspicion for WE—and a low threshold for thiamine supplementation—in patients with isolated eye movement abnormalities and a history compatible with nutritional deficiency. This is particularly true since early treatment can prevent the development of irreversible neurologic sequelae.
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